Abstract. We prove that for any constant K > 0 there exists a separable group equipped with a complete bi-invariant metric bounded by K, isometric to the Urysohn sphere of diameter K, that contains an isometric copy of any other separable group equipped with bi-invariant metric bounded by K. As a consequence, we get there is a universal Polish group admitting compatible bi-invariant metric, resp. universal second countable SIN group.
Introduction
There has been an effort in trying to find various Polish groups universal for certain classes of Polish groups usually considering two different notions of universality: injective and surjective universality. If G is some class of Polish groups (let us say closed under isomorphism and taking closed subgroups) then G ∈ G is universal for G (or injectively universal) if every H ∈ G is topologically isomorphic with some closed subgroup of G. On the other hand, we say that G ∈ G is projectively universal if for every H ∈ G there is a continuous surjective homomorphism from G onto H; or equivalently, there is a closed normal subgroup N H ≤ G such that H is topologically isomorphic to the quotient group G/N H .
Various classes were considered in the past. It belongs to folklore that there is both injectively and projectively universal compact Polish group (see [18] , for example, comment starting on p. 184). On the other hand, there is no projectively and injectively universal locally compact Polish group (see again [18] ). In [22] , resp. [23] , Uspenskij proved that the group of all homeomorphisms of the Hilbert cube (Homeo ([0, 1] ω )) with the compact-open topology, resp. the group of all isometries of the Urysohn space with the point-wise convergence (or equivalently the compact-open) topology, are the (injectively) universal Polish groups (i.e. universal for the class of all Polish groups). Recently in [1] , BenYaacov proved that the group of all linear isometries of the Gurariǐ space is a univeral Polish group as well. Moreover, it is not hard to derive from the Uspenskij's result that the group of all linear isometries of the Holmes' space, the free Lipschitz Banach space over the Urysohn space, is also a universal Polish group (we refer to Chapter 5 in [16] for information on this Banach space).
In [19] , Shakhmatov, Pelant and Watson constructed, based on a work of Graev in [10] , a projectively universal abelian Polish group and projectively universal Polish group admitting bi-invariant metric. Shkarin in [20] found a (injectively) universal abelian group (further investigated by Niemiec in [14] ). Another natural class of Polish groups are those that admit a compatible complete left-invariant metric (recall that every Polish group admits a compatible complete metric and a compatible left-invariant metric, however these metrics might differ as is the case for example with S ∞ , the permutation group of integers, see [8] for example). They are usually called CLI (complete left-invariant) groups. Malicki in [13] proved that there is neither a universal CLI group nor a projectively universal CLI group. The last major contribution to this area were in [2] the Ding's construction of a projectively universal Polish group (i.e. projectively universal for the whole class of Polish groups) and then further constructions of projectively universal Polish groups by Pestov and Uspenskij in [17] . They in fact construct projectively universal countable metrizable groups whose completions are then projectively universal Polish groups.
It was left open whether there is a universal Polish group in the class of Polish groups admitting bi-invariant metric. It is well known and not difficult to check that the condition admitting a compatible biinvariant metric is equivalent with having a countable neighbourhood base of the identity where each of these neighbourhoods is conjugationinvariant. These groups are sometimes called (metrizable) SIN groups (small-invariant-neighbourhoods). Thus, stated somewhat more generally than just for Polish groups, the consequence of our main result is that there is a universal second-countable SIN group.
For the reader's convience we summarize the universality results for Polish groups in the following table.
Class of groups
Universal object Surj. univ. object all Polish groups yes [22] , [23] , [1] yes [2] , [17] abelian Polish groups yes [20] yes [19] compact Polish groups yes, folklore yes,folklore loc. compact P.groups no, folklore no, folklore CLI groups no [13] no [13] SIN P. groups yes, this paper yes, [19] Parallelly, there has been a research on universal groups for subclasses of non-Archimedean Polish groups. We refer to the recent article [9] of Gao and Xuan, where they in particular prove that in case of non-Archimedean Polish groups there is no universal object admitting bi-invariant compatible metric. Then they summarize that in case of non-Archimedean Polish groups the last interesting class for which the solution is not known is the class of all locally compact nonArchimedean Polish groups.
Still much less explored area is the programme of looking for (Polish or just separable) metric groups that are metrically universal for certain class of (separable) metric groups. Metrically universal group from some class of separable metric groups contains isometric copies of all other groups from that class. The only results from this area known to us (besides the well known results from functional analysis such as that C(2 N ) is a metrically universal separable Banach space and metrically universal separable abelian C * -algebra) are the following: the Shkarin's universal abelian Polish group is actually a metric group that is metrically universal for a certain restricted class of abelian groups with invariant metric -this class does not even contain the integers with the standard metric (nor, as a consequence, any separable Banach space), however, it contains all abelian groups with bounded invariant metric; we refer to Niemiec's paper [14] for precise formulations. Niemiec also found a metrically universal Boolean Polish group in [15] and in [14] for other exponents as well. Answering Shkarin's question, we in [4] produced an abelian separable metric group that is metrically universal for all abelian separable groups with invariant metric.
The main results of this paper are the following theorems.
Theorem 0.1. For any positive real constant K > 0, there exists a Polish metric group G K with bi-invariant metric bounded by K which is metrically universal for the class of separable groups equipped with bi-invariant metric bounded by K.
Metric universality is much stronger than topological universality and thus the following theorem follows as a corollary.
Theorem 0.2. There exists a universal Polish group admitting compatible bi-invariant metric; resp. Polish group with bi-invariant metric universal for the class of second-countable SIN groups.
Proof. Let G be the metrically universal G 1 from Theorem 0.1 (any other constant would do as well of course). Then we claim it is the desired universal group. Indeed, let H be any other Polish group admitting a compatible bi-invariant metric d. We may suppose that d is bounded by 1. If it were not then we would consider the metric d
which is still compatible and bounded by 1. Thus H isometrically embeds into G and an isometric embedding is, of course, in particular a topological embedding.
On the other hand and in contrast with our result on a metrically universal abelian group, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 0.3. There is no separable group with bi-invariant metric that contains isometric copies of any separable group with bi-invariant metric.
Moreover, there is no metrically universal locally compact separable group with bi-invariant metric.
Universal groups
Before we start, let us roughly describe the ideas behind the construction. We construct a certain ultrahomogeneous metric free group (ultrahomogeneous in the same sense as the Urysohn space, the random graph, the Hall's universal locally finite group, etc., are ultrahomogeneous). This ultrahomogeneous group contains an isometric copy of every finitely generated free group equipped with a bounded rational bi-invariant metric that is also finitely generated. We then define a metric on the set of all bi-invariant metrics on free groups and show that for any bounded bi-invariant metric on some finitely generated free group there is a Cauchy sequence of finitely generated bounded rational metrics that converges to it. This will allow us to prove that the metric completion of the ultrahomogeneous metric group contains an isometric copy of every free group with countably many generators equipped with any bi-invariant bounded metric. The proof will be complete when we show that every group with bi-invariant metric can be isometrically embedded into a bigger group with bi-invariant metric which has a free group as a countable dense subgroup.
1.1. Definitions and preliminaries. Definition 1.1. Let (G, d) be a metric group. We say that the metric d is finitely generated if there exists a finite set
Any finitely generated metric is automatically bi-invariant which is not hard to check. Alternatively, the reader may consult [4] where this fact was proved. Also, the following fact is clear and stated without a proof. Fact 1.2. Let (G, d) be a metric group with a finitely generated metric. Suppose that for some a, b ∈ G we have d(a, b) = d(a 1 , b 1 ) + . . . + d(a n , b n ) for some a 1 , b 1 , . . . , a n , b n ∈ G such that a = a 1 · . . . · a n and
Let us remark that the requirement on d being finitely generated in the previous fact is not needed in fact, being bi-invariant is sufficient.
We also present the following fact whose proof we sketched in [5] and that will be used in the proof of non-universality. We also refer to this article ( [5] ) for definition of Graev metric and its other connections with finitely generated metrics on groups. Lemma 1.3. Let (G, d) be a metric group, where d is bi-invariant. Then d is finitely generated iff (G, d) is a factor group with the factor metric of a free group over a pointed finite metric space with the Graev metric quotioned by a finitely generated subgroup.
We shall construct the universal group using Fraïssé theoretic methods. It is somewhat similar to the construction of the Urysohn universal metric space -the unique complete separable metric space that contains isometric copies of every finite metric space and every partial finite isometry between its two subsets extends to an autoisometry of the whole space. Eventhough the original construction of Urysohn ([21] ) precedes the birth of Fraïssé theory ( [7] ) it could be described as Fraïssé-like (we also refer the reader to another construction of the Urysohn space done by Katětov in [12] ) -at first, one constructs a universal and ultrahomogeneous countable rational metric space, which is the Fraïssé limit of the class of all finite rational metric spaces, and then takes the completion. Here as well, we at first construct a free group with countably many generators with certain rational bi-invariant metric, which is a Fraïssé limit of certain class of groups, and then we take the completion.
Before beginning the construction, we should therefore make a quick introduction to Fraïssé theory. For a reader uninitiated to Fraïssé theory, we recommend either Chapter 6 from [11] or lecture notes of David Evans from [6] . Our use of Fraïssé theory will be slightly more general than the one that is used in standard constructions in e.g. Urysohn space, random graph, Hall's universal locally finite group, etc., in the sense that our class of structures will not be closed under taking substructures and we will not consider all homomorphism between structures. We adapt our exposition accordingly.
Let L be a countable signature and let K be some countable class of finitely generated L-structures, resp. isomorphism types of finitely generated L-structures. Moreover, let F be a class of morphisms between elements from K (which we suppose contains all the isomorphisms and identities).
• We say that (K,F ) satisfies the joint-embedding property if for every A, B ∈ K there is C ∈ K and embeddings ι A : A ֒→ C, ι B :֒→ C from F .
• We say that (K,F ) has the amalgamation property if whenever we have A, B, C ∈ K such that A is embeddable into B via some embedding φ B ∈ F and embeddable into C via some embedding φ C ∈ F , then there exists D ∈ K and embeddings of B via ψ B ∈ F into D and of
• If (K,F ) satisfies both the properties above then we call it a (generalized-)Fraïssé class.
The following theorem is the most important tool in Fraïssé theory. Theorem 1.4 ((generalized) Fraïssé theorem, see [11] or [6] ). If (K,F ) is a (generalized-) Fraïssé class then there exists unique up to isomorphism countable structure K, called the Fraïssé limit of (K,F ), with the following properties:
(1) If A is a direct limit of the system A 1 → A 2 → . . ., where A i 's are from K and the 'arrows' in the limit are from F , then A embeds into K. (2) If A 1 , A 2 are two isomorphic substructures of K that belong to K then the partial isomorphism between them extends to a full autoisomorphism of K. (3) If A 1 is a substructure of K that belongs to K and there is some embedding ι : A 1 ֒→ A 2 , where ι ∈ F and A 2 ∈ K then there exists A ′ 2 which is a substructure of K isomorphic to A 2 via some ρ :
1.2. Construction of the group. Definition 1.5 (Category G K ). Let K > 0 be an arbitrary positive rational. Objects of G K are free groups with finitely many free generators equipped with a finitely generated rational metric bounded by K (i.e. the distance between two elements of the group is the minimum of K and the minimum from Definition 1.1. More formally, an object is a pair (F = {f 1 , . . . , f n }, d F ), where F is a finite set and d F is a rational finitely generated metric bounded by K on a free group with F as a set of generators. We shall denote the free group corresponding to this pair by G F .
A morphism between (F, d F ) and (H, d H ) is a group isometric embedding ι : G F ֒→ G H such that for every f ∈ F we have ι(f ) ∈ H. In particular, n ≤ m and G H ∼ = G F * F m−n , where F m−n is a free group of m − n generators.
Our next goal will be to prove that G is a generalized Fraïssé class which will consist of proving that it is an amalgamation class. Before we do that we introduce some machinery useful for working with metric free groups.
If F is some set, then to each word over the alphabet
f ∈ F } we may associate some element of the free group, denoted again by G F , freely generated by elements of F . Formally, we will distinguish between expressions f 1 f 2 . . . f n and
as the former shall denote some word, while the latter the corresponding group element in G F . Obviously two different words may represent the same corresponding group element and group elements are in one-to-one correspondence with the irreducible words which are words that do not contain subwords of the form f f −1 , 1f or f 1 for some f ∈ F ∪ F −1 . If F is any set by W (F ) we shall denote the set of all irreducible words over the alphabet F ∪ F −1 ∪ {1}. If g ∈ F F , i.e. an element belonging to the free group generated by F , then by |g| we shall denote the length of the corresponding irreducible word from W (F ). If N is a natural number then by W N (F ) we shall denote the elements of F F such that the corresponding irreducible words from W (F ) have length at most N.
Let F and H be two disjoint (finite) non-empty sets. By S we shall denote the union F ∪ H and thus by G F we denote the free group generated by elements from F and by G S the free group generated by elements from S. We regard G F as a subgroup of G S .
The following lemma will be important later in the text. It is analogous to the use of matches in the theory of Graev metrics on free groups in [3] . Lemma 1.6. Let F and S = G ∪ H, resp. G F and G S , be as above.
• assuming without loss of generality that i < j we have
when regarded as a group element Proof. The proof is done by induction on n. If n = 1 then f 1 ∈ F and there is nothing to prove. The case n = 2 is also trivial. Either both f 1 or f 2 belong to F , or if one of them, say f 1 , belongs to H then obviously since
So suppose that n > 2 and the lemma has been proved for all words shorter than n. Let i ≤ n be such that f i ∈ H ∪ H −1 . If either i = 1, resp. i = n, then since f 1 · . . . · f n ∈ G F there must be the least index j ≤ n such that f 1 · . . . · f j = 1, resp. the greatest index j ≥ 1 such that f j · . . . · f n = 1, and we are done.
So we now suppose that 1 < i < n. If f 1 / ∈ H ∪H −1 then we have that f 2 · . . . f n ∈ G F and we again use the inductive hypothesis. Suppose it is the case that
We then have three cases:
• k < i: then we have that f j+1 · . . . · f n ∈ G F and we use the inductive hypothesis. • k = i: then the desired j is 1.
• k > i: then we have that f 2 · . . . · f k−1 = 1 ∈ G F and we use the inductive hypothesis.
We are now ready to formulate and prove the main theorem of this section.
2 ) ∈ G be free group with finitely many generators equipped with finitely generated metrics such that there are morphisms ι 1 : G 0 ֒→ G 1 and ι 2 : G 0 ֒→ G 2 . Consequently, algebraically we can think of G 1 as G 0 * H 1 and of G 2 as G 0 * H 2 , where H 1 and H 2 are free groups of finitely many generators. We need to find a group (G 3 , d 3 ) ∈ G and morphisms ρ 1 :
Algebraically, we may define
are then the canonical embeddings. We need to define a finitely generated rational metric on G 0 * H 1 * H 2 so that ρ 1 and ρ 2 are also isometries.
Let A i ⊆ G i , for i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, be the finite set such that the metric d i is generated by values on this set. To simplify the notation, we shall not distinguish between A 1 , resp. A 2 , and
Without loss of generality, we assume that A 0 ⊆ A 1 , A 2 (actually, we may assume that A 0 = A 1 ∩ A 2 ). Since A 1 and A 2 are equipped with metrics (d 1 ↾ A 1 , resp. d 2 ↾ A 2 ) that agree on A 0 , we may define A 3 to be the metric amalgamation of A 1 and A 2 over A 0 . In other words, A 3 = A 1 ∪ A 2 and for any a, b ∈ A 3 we define
Clearly, this is a finitely generated rational metric bounded by K (generated by values on A 3 ). It remains to check that for any a, b
Analogously, the same for pairs from G 0 * H 2 . We will do just the former as the latter is completely analogous.
Then we claim that, without loss of generality, we may assume that for every i ≤ m we have that either a, b) since the minimum in the definition of d 3 is taken over a greater set. We prove the other inequality.
Let G 0 denote the free generators of G 0 and let H i , for i ∈ {1, 2}, denote the free generators of H i . We then have that the free generators of G 0 * H 1 are G 0 ∪ H 1 and the free generators of
If these words contain no letter from H 2 ∪ H −1 2 then we are done. Indeed, then we have that
2 . Let N be the number of such letters. Notice that N is even since a, b ∈ G 0 * H 1 and so by Lemma 1.6, for every occurence of a letter l ∈ H 2 ∪ H -times we thus get sequences
and we will be done.
Without loss of generality, suppose that a 1 . . . a m contains some letter l ∈ H 2 ∪ H −1 2 , thus there is some i ≤ m such that a i is a word of the form s 1 ls 2 , where s 1 , s 2 are some words. Using Lemma 1.6, there exists j ≤ n such that, assuming without loss of generality that i < j, a j is of the form v 1 l −1 v 2 , where v 1 , v 2 are some words and
where
. By triangle inequality and invariance, we get that
We now define the new sequencesā 1 , . . . ,ā m ,b 1 , . . . ,b m ∈ G 3 as follows:
• For every l ≤ m such that either l = i and l = j we setā l = a l andb l = b l .
and thus
The latter is clear asb l = b l for every l ≤ m, so let us verify the former. Since for l < i and l > j we haveā l = a l it suffices to check that a i ·ā i+1 ·. . .·ā j−1 ·ā j = a i ·. . .·a j . By (1.1), we have that a i ·. . . a j = s 1 ·v 2 and that v 1 · s 2 = a
This finishes the proof of the theorem.
It follows that the class G K has a Fraïssé limit denoted here by G K . It is a free group of countably many free generators equipped with a bi-invariant metric d K bounded by K. The following fact characterizes G K . It is a special instance of the (generalized) Fraïssé theorem 1.4. Fact 1.8. G K is characterized by the following two properties:
(1) It contains as a subgroup every free group of finitely many free generators equipped with a finitely generated rational metric bounded by K. (2) If F ≤ G K is a subgroup that belongs to G K (i.e. free group of finitely many free generators equipped with a finitely generated rational metric) and H ∈ G K is another such a group that can be written as F ′ * H ′ , where F and F ′ are isometrically isomorphic via an isomorphism ι : F → F ′ , then there exists an isometric group monomorphism ρ :
The second item is usually called the finite extension property of G K .
Moreover, since d K is bi-invariant, the group operations are automatically continuous with respect to the topology induced by d K and extend to the metric completion of G K denoted here by G K (we refer to [4] and [5] where the same facts were proved or to [8] for other information regarding metrics on groups).
The next theorem implies that we may restrict our attention only to those groups that have a free group as a countable dense subgroup. Theorem 1.9. Let (G, d) be an arbitrary separable topological group (of countable weight equivalently in this case) equipped with a compatible bi-invariant metric. Then there exists a bi-invariant metricd extending d, which is defined on G * F ω , where F ω is a free group with countably many generators, such that F ω is dense in G * F ω .
The same holds true if the metric in consideration is bounded by some K.
In order to prove it, we invoke the following Theorem which we proved in [5] . is a metric on the disjoint union G ∐ X which extends both d G and d X , and such that for every x ∈ X we have inf{d ′ (g, x) : g ∈ G} > 0 (equivalently, G is closed in G∐X). Then d ′ extends to the bi-invariant metric δ on G * F (X), where F (X) is the free group with X as a set of generators.
Proof of Theorem 1.9. Let {h n : n ∈ N} be an enumeration of a countable dense subgroup of G. By induction, applying Theorem 1.10 countably many times, we produce G * F ω , where the set of free generators for F ω is {f m : m ∈ N}, such that for every n and k there is m such that d(f m , h n ) < 1/k. With Theorem 1.10, it is easy to do. Let F : N → N × N be a bijection and let F i (n), for n ∈ N and i ∈ {1, 2}, denote the projection of F (n) on the i-th coordinate. At the n-th step of the induction, when we have already produced a metric
It is easy to check that when the induction is finished we get a metric on G * F ω as desired.
If d on G is bounded by K then we proceed as above. Just after every application of Theorem 1.10 we decrease the metric so that it is K-bounded; i.e. if Theorem 1.10 gives us a metric d n on G * F n we define K-bounded d n on G * F n as follows: for any a, b ∈ G * F n we put
We now define a certain distance on the set of all metrics on some free group. It will be of great importance both in proving that G K is universal and in proving that there is no metrically universal unbounded group. Recall the definition of |g|, where g is some element of a free group, that was given in the paragraph following Definition 1.5. Definition 1.11 (Distance between metrics). Let F n be a free group with n generators coming from the set {f 1 , . . . , f n }.
Let d and p be two bi-invariant metrics on F n and let ε > 0 be a positive real. We say that d and p are ε-close, dist(d, p) ≤ ε, if for every g ∈ F n we have
Though not really important for our purposes, one can readily check that dist is indeed a metric. Lemma 1.12. Let p be a finitely generated metric on F n , n ∈ N, and let ε > 0. Then there exists a finitely generated rational metric d on
The same holds if the metrics in consideration are bounded by some rational K.
Proof. Let A ⊆ F n be a finite generating set for p. Let L = max{p(f, 1) : f is a free generator of
This is a finitely generated rational metric. We show that it is ε-close to p. Clearly, p ≤ d so we must check that that for every a ∈ F n we have
We claim that m ≤ K · |a|. Otherwise, write a as f 1 · . . . · f |a| , where each f i , for i ≤ |a|, is a free generator of F n . Then we would have that
and we are done.
The assertion about metrics that are bounded by K is then obvious. Just take min{K, d}.
From now on, instead of an abritrary bound K we shall consider solely 1-bounded metrics. We do that only for notational reasons to get rid of one variable. The reader can easily modify everything so that it works for any K > 0. Definition 1.13. Let d be a bi-invariant 1-bounded metric on F n generated by {f 1 , . . . , f n }. Let p be a finitely generated 1-bounded metric on F n generated by the values of d on W N ({f 1 , . . . , f n }), i.e. for any a, b ∈ F n we have
Then we say that p is an N-approximation of d. We have that for every a, b ∈ W N ({f 1 , . . . , f n }) p(a, b) = d(a, b). Lemma 1.14. Let d be an arbitrary bi-invariant 1-bounded metric on F n , for some n, where we denote the free generators as {f 1 , . . . , f n }. Let N 0 ∈ N and ε > 0 be arbitrary. Then there exists N ≥ N 0 such that the N-approximation p of d is ε-close to d. ≤ ε, and we are done.
Proposition 1.15. Let d be a bi-invariant 1-bounded metric on F n . Let 1 > ε 1 > ε 2 > 0 be arbitrary. Let p 1 on F n be a finitely generated metric such that p 1 is ε 1 -close to d and let p 2 be a finitely generated metric on F m , where m ≥ n, such that p 2 ↾ F n is ε 2 -close to d. Suppose also that p 1 ≥ p 2 ↾ F n . Then there exists a finitely generated metric p on F ′ n * F m , with free generators {f
Proof. Let {f 
This clearly defines a finitely generated metric (with A ′ ∪ A as a generating set). We need to check it satisfies the desired properties. It should be clear that for every i ≤ n indeed p(f
We shall use the following notation. For every element c ∈ F ′ n , byc we shall denote the corresponding element from F n ≤ F m , i.e. the image of c under the map defined by sending each f ′ j to f j , for every j ≤ n. Similarly, for every c ∈ F n , by c ′ we shall denote the corresponding element from F ′ n , i.e. the image of c under the map defined by sending f j to f ′ j , for every j ≤ n. We are ready to prove the two assertions above.
The former is easier. Let a, b ∈ F n be arbitrary. Suppose that p(a, b) < p 2 (a, b). Then there exists sequences a 1 , . . . , a k and b 1 
, for some j ≤ n and ε ∈ {−1, 1}, by (f
and that is a contradiction.
We now prove the latter. Since the metrics are bi-invariant it suffices to check that for every a ∈ F ′ n we have p 1 (a, 1) = p(a, 1). We may suppose that p(a, 1) < 1. So let a 1 , . . . , a k and b 1 , . . . , b k be such that
ε , for some j ≤ n and ε ∈ {−1, 1}. We need to prove that p
Consider a new pair of sequences c 1 , . . . , c k , d 1 , . . . , d k where for any i ≤ k
ε , for some j ≤ n and ε ∈ {−1, 1} Let K be the cardinality of the set {i ≤ k :
ε for some j ≤ n and ε ∈ {−1, 1}}. Let c = c 1 · . . . · c k . Then c can be written as h 1 · h 2 · . . . · h l where for i odd we have h i ∈ F ′ n and for i even we have h i ∈ F n . Correspondingly, we can write 1 = g 1 · . . . · g l , where for each 
we have (assuming without loss of generality that l is even) that
On the other hand, since for every i odd we have
Thus it follows from (1.3) and (1.4) that
1.3. The embedding construction. Let d be an arbitrary bi-invariant 1-bounded metric on F ω . Using Lemma 1.14 and Lemma 1.12 we can find a rational finitely generated metric ρ 1 on F 1 ( ∼ = Z) that is 1/2-close to d ↾ F 1 . By Fact 1.8 we can get the isometrically isomorphic copy denoted by F 1 1 in G with a generator denoted by f 1 1 ∈ G. Then, using Lemmas 1.14 and 1.12 again, we can find a rational finitely generated metric p 2 on F 2 that is 1/4-close to d ↾ F 2 . In particular, p 2 ↾ F 1 is 1/4-close to d ↾ F 1 . Moreover, we may suppose that ρ 1 ≥ p 2 ↾ F 1 . Using Proposition 1.15 we can obtain a rational finitely generated metric
Then we can use the extension property from Fact 1.8 to extend
2 that is isometrically isomorphic to F , . . . , f
n−1 . Then as above, using Lemmas 1.14 and 1.12 again, we can find a rational finitely generated metric p n+1 on F n+1 that is 1/2 n+1 -close to
we may suppose that p n ≥ p n+1 ↾ F n . Using Proposition 1.15 we can obtain a rational finitely generated metric ρ n+1 on F n n * F n+1 such that
n for every i ≤ n Then we can use the extension property from Fact 1.8 to extend
n+1 that is isometrically isomorphic to F When the induction construction is finished, we have obtained countably many Cauchy sequences (f
We claim that the subgroup of G generated by {f i : i ∈ N} is isometrically isomorphic to (F ω , d). We claim that the isometric isomorphism is the uniquely defined map φ which sends each f i ∈ F ω to f i ∈ G. Let a ∈ F ω be arbitrary and let f 
1.4.
Group structure on the Urysohn sphere. In [5] , answering Vershik's question, we proved that there is a non-abelian group structure on the Urysohn space. It turns out that here we have the following. Theorem 1.16. G 1 is isometric to the Urysohn sphere.
Recall that the Urysohn sphere U 1 is the sphere of diameter 1 around any point of the Urysohn space, i.e. if x ∈ U is some point in the Urysohn space then U 1 = {y : d U (x, y) = 1/2}. It is characterized as the unique complete separable ultrahomogeneous metric space of diameter 1. As with the Urysohn space one can at first construct the rational Urysohn sphere QU 1 , the unique countable rational ultrahomogeneous metric space of diameter 1, and then take the completion. We will prove that G 1 is isometric to QU 1 . It will follow that G is isometric to U 1 .
We shall use another well-known characterization of QU 1 . Recall that a Katětov map f : X → R + on some metric space X is a function satisfying for all x, y ∈ X |f (
The natural interpreation is that f prescribes distances from some new point to points of X. Fact 1.17 (follows from Fact 1.4 ). Let X be a countable rational metric space of diameter 1. Then X is isometric to QU 1 iff for every Katětov map f :
, where A is a finite subset of X, there is a point x f ∈ X that realizes f , i.e. for every a ∈ A we have f (a) = d(x f , a) .
Proof of Theorem 1.16. We use the characterization from Fact 1.17. Let A ⊆ G 1 be finite and let f : A → Q + ∩ [0, 1] be some Katětov map. Then there exists finitely generated free group with finitely generated rational metric F , i.e. F ∈ G 1 , such that A ⊆ F ≤ G 1 . We now use a variant of Theorem 1.10 that we also proved in [5] , namely Theorem 2.1 (2) there. It says that we may realize f in F * Z by the generator of the new copy of the integers so that the extended metric on F * Z is still rational and finitely generated, i.e. F * Z ∈ G. However, then by Fact 1.8 (2) we may suppose that this extension of F to F * Z actually exists in G 1 and thus the generator of this new copy of the integers, denoted by x f , belongs to G 1 and we are done by Fact 1.17.
Non-universality
In this section we prove that there is no metrically universal separable group equipped with a bi-invariant metric. This is in contrast with our result in [4] for abelian metric groups.
Let us state the theorem. Let us again start with some rough explanation of the ideas. We were able to show that bounded metrics are well-approximated by finitely generated metrics. This is no longer true for unbounded metrics which turns out to be the main reason for non-existence of a universal unbounded bi-invariant metric group. There are only countably many rational finitely generated bi-invariant metrics, however the density of the metric space of bi-invariant metrics on, say, F 3 is uncountable.
Recall Definition 1.11 of distances between metrics. The key lemma in proving Theorem 2.1 is the following. Lemma 2.2. There exists continuum-many discrete bi-invariant metrics on F 3 , the free group of three generators, such that for some fixed constant K > 0 each two of them are of distance greater than K.
Suppose the lemma has been proved. We show how to finish the proof of Theorem 2.1. First we need the following claim. 
Proof of the claim. Suppose for contradiction that
That follows from the assumption on distances between ι 0 (x) and ι 1 (x), for x ∈ {a, b, c}, and bi-invariance of d G . However, since
for i ∈ {0, 1}, we get that
which is a contradiction. Now let (d α ) α<c be the collection of continuun-many discrete biinvariant metrics that we got from Lemma 2.2. Denote again the generators of F 3 by a, b and c. Suppose that there exists a universal separable group G with bi-invariant metric d. Then for each α < c there exists an isometric embedding ι α : (
Applying Claim 2.3 we get that for any α = β < c we have
However, this is not possible since G is separable. Since the metrics (d α ) α<c are discrete, the same argument works for G locally compact. This contradiction finishes the proof of Theorem 2.1, so it remains to prove Lemma 2.2.
For this, we need to generalize the notion of finitely generated metric. Whenever G is a group and d ′ : G 2 → R is a partial bi-invariant metric on a subset A ⊆ G 2 then we may take the greatest (partial) bi-invariant metric that extends d ′ . That is the content of the next definition.
Definition 2.4. Let G be a group and A ⊆ G an arbitrary symmetric subset containing 1 that algebraically generates G. We say that a function for every a, b ∈ A and every a 1 , b 1 , . . . , a n , b n ∈ A such that
Then we may always extend d ′ to the bi-invariant metric on the whole G as follows. For every pair (a, b) ∈ G 2 we set
This is the greatest bi-invariant metric extending d ′ .
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let us denote the three generators of F 3 by a, b and c. Let A ⊆ F 3 be a symmetrization of the following subset:
For every x ∈ 2 N we define a partial bi-invariant metric d N , is greater than 1/6. Then also the distance between the extensions d x and d y , for any x = y ∈ 2 N , will be greater than 1/6, and we will be done.
Let x ∈ 2 N be arbitrary. We define d ′ x : A → R as follows: Suppose for a moment that we have already checked that d ′ x is indeed a partial bi-invariant metric for every x ∈ 2 N . We show that for
. Let x = y ∈ 2 N be given. Let n ∈ N be such that n = 2 k for some k ∈ N and x(n) = y(n), say x(n) = 0, y(n) = 1. Then we have that d
= 1/6. Thus it remains to verify that
x is a partial bi-invariant metric and the extension d x is a discrete metric. However, the latter will follow easily as inf{d
N be given. It is sufficient to check that for any n ∈ {2 k : k ∈ N} we have
In other words, there is nothing that forces the distance d ′ x (a n ·b n ·c n , 1) to be 'small'; so no matter what the values {x(n ′ ) : n ′ < n} are we can always consistently put d ′ x (a n · b n · c n , 1) to be 3n − n/2. From now on such n ∈ {2 k : k ∈ N} is fixed. Note that we can suppose that for no i ≤ m, u i or v i from the decomposition above are equal to (a
ε , where n ′ ∈ {2 k : k ∈ N} and n ′ > n and ε ∈ {−1, 1}. This follows from the fact that d 
k : k ∈ N} ∧ i < n} which we shall denote by A n . It follows from the discussion above that it suffices to check that d x↾n (a n · b n · c n , 1) ≥ 3n − n/2.
In order to prove it, we use two main ingredients: Lemma 1.3 and a result of Ding and Gao from [3] on computing the Graev metric. We refer the reader to Section 3 from [3] or Section 2.6 from the book [8] for more details on techniques used belowe or for any unexplained (not sufficiently explained) notion.
We briefly recall that for a pointed metric space (X, 1, d X ) there is a metric δ on the free group F (X) with generators from the metric space X with the distinguished point 1 as unit which is bi-invariant and extends d X . A match (on a set {1, . . . , k}) is a function θ : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . , k} satisfying θ•θ = id and for no 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k we have i < j < θ(i) < θ(j). For a word w = w 1 . . . w k over an alphabet X ∪ X −1 ∪ {1}
by w θ we denote the word w 
We can now state the Ding-Gao's result. By ρ in the statement we denote the extension of d X from X ∪ {1} to X ∪ X −1 ∪ {1} which satisfies
• for any x, y ∈ X we have ρ(
• for any x, y ∈ X we have ρ(x, y
Theorem 2.5 (Ding, Gao [3] ). Let (X, 1, d X ) be a pointed metric space and δ the corresponding Graev metric on the free group F (X). Then for any irreducible word w = w 1 . . . w i ∈ W (X) we have
θ is a match} Let us call a sequence w 1 , . . . , w i of words over the alphabet {a, b, c} a partition of a n · b n · c n if w 1 . . . w i = a n b n c n and each w j , for j ≤ i, is irreducible, i.e. |w 1 | + . . . + |w i | = 3n. Then we have the following fact. Fact 2.6. together contain all three letters a, b, c.
Proof of Fact 2.7. The item (1) follows directly from the definition of d x↾n . Let us show (2). Let j ≤ i be such that θ(j) > j and w j and w θ(j) together contain all three letters a, b, c. Necessarily, either w j contains two different letters (a and b), or w θ(j) contains two different letters (b and c), or both. Let us suppose the former (i.e. w j contains letters a and b), the other case is analogous. Then for every l < j w l can contain only the letter a. If θ(l) < j then w θ(l) contains only a as well. If θ(l) > j then since l < j we have θ(l) > θ(j), and since w θ(j) contains c, necessarily w θ(l) contains nothing but c.
The l's such that l > θ(j) are treated analogously. Finally, for any j < l < θ(j) we have that w l cannot contain a (as w j contains b) and since θ(l) > j also w θ(l) does not contain a. ) for some partition and match, it then follows from Fact 2.7 (2) that at most one term in the sum on the right-hand side from (2.1) can be equal to 3n ′ − n ′ /2 for some n ′ ∈ {2 k : k ∈ N}, n ′ < n, and, because of Fact 2.7 (1) , that every other term d x↾n (w j , w θ j ) is equal to |w j | if θ(j) = j and to |w j | + |w θ j | if θ(j) = j. Therefore we have d x↾n (a n · b n · c n , 1) ≥ 3(n/2) − (n/2)/2 + 3n/2 > 3n − n/2
Metrically universal group of uncountable weight
As we did in [4] , we also briefly describe how to generalize the construction for certain uncountable density, resp. weight. Let κ be an uncountable cardinal such that κ <κ = κ. Consistently, there is no such cardinal. On the other hand, consistently, assuming the generalized continuum hypothesis, every successor cardinal has this property. In this section, we assume such an uncountable cardinal κ exists and fix it for the rest of the section. We then have the following. Theorem 3.1. There exists a metrically universal group G κ , with biinvariant metric, of density/weight κ. Thus any other group equipped with bi-invariant metric which has density less of equal to κ embeds into G κ via an isometric monomorphism.
Note that now there is no restriction on the diameter of G κ . G κ is unbounded and contains isometric copies of unbounded metric groups.
The construction is analogous to the construction of the universal G K from the first section, just much easier. We consider the class of all free groups of strictly less than κ generators equipped with bi-invariant pseudometric. The pseudometric might be arbitrary, it does not have to be rational and it does not have to be generated by values on some proper subset of the free group. The reason for that is that there are still only κ-many such groups. However, we restrict the class of morphisms between them to those that send generators to generators, as in the countable case.
The amalgamation is then proved analogously. Suppose we have G 0 , G 0 * F 1 and G 0 * F 2 where the pseudometric d i , i ∈ {1, 2}, on G 0 * F i when restricted to G 0 is equal to the pseudometric on G 0 . Then we form the canonical algebraic amalgamation G 0 * F 1 * F 2 . Let . . , a n , b n ∈ G 0 * F 1 ∪ G 0 * F 2 } We thus get a certain limit G κ of this amalgamation class which is a free group with κ-many generators equipped with bi-invariant pseudometric. We take the quotient and then the completion. This will be the desired group G κ . Let G be any other group with bi-invariant metric and density at most κ. Using Theorem 1.9 as in the countable case we may suppose that G has the free group of κ-many generators as a dense subgroup. Using universality of G κ we can find an isometric copy of this free group in G κ . It follows that G then lies in G κ .
